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Creative Campaigns Ideation

Format All of the creative approaches are individual campaign ideas. When you

choose one campaign to go with, we will proceed to make the other two
ads that relate to it’s theme.

Examples The examples are only for visual look and overall composition. It’s a general direction mostly for you to see what other ads with the same visual
approach look like.

Approach These ideas are based off the research and strategy we did prior.

SPIN TO WIN

CREATIVE | ANDREA DUNN

Big idea Integrate the feeling of winning and spinning with Rota. I know trumpet
players are competitive so I believe they would be drawn to it.

Campaign 3 Different examples of spinning gambling games where the outcome is
winning with ROTA. The visual style will be colorful & bright.

Examples

Creative approach #1

THINGS ARE BETTER WHEN THEY SPIN.
CREATIVE | Erick Leon

Big idea We will show people how boring and useless things can be when they don’t
spin. Through the visuals we will quickly get across the purpose of the
Rota.

Campaign Showcase Items that normally spin to create joy except those items are in
a shape that cannot spin. For example a grounded Ferris wheel where
people will need to get on with ladders.

Examples

Creative approach #2

EVERY TEAM HAS A STAR
CREATIVE | Erick Leon

Big idea Half time related ads. Where we show the perspective of the trumpeters.

They will be brought back and hyped about football game performances.

Campaign 3 Different examples of stylized images that showcase the Trumpeter being

where the football player would be. Like on the bench, in the tunnel, in the
locker room.

Examples

Creative approach #3

BAND CAMP ESSENTIALS
CREATIVE | Erick Leon

Big idea Replace the Rota with things that spin and relate to Band. This campaign
will really emphasis the fact that the Rota lets you spin your trumpet.

Campaign 3 Different examples of The Rota being put on things that spin to function.
Cars, Sprinklers etc.

Examples

Creative approach #4

UPGRADE YOUR SPIN
CREATIVE | ANDREA DUNN

Big idea Simple showcase of the product with some stylized elements. Very direct
and a simpler approach to the ads.

Campaign 3 Different examples of stylized images that showcase the rota on the

trumpet. These could be easily turned dramatic, funny or casual depending
on background and lighting of subject.

Examples

Creative approach #5

